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ABSTRACT
In order to better understand the health of our oceans and the species that inhabit them, scientists
often collect samples for later analysis onshore. The demanding deep-sea environment makes this
collection process a challenging engineering task. Samples must first be located, then removed
from the seafloor and stored for transportation to the surface. The performance of the engineered
solutions that complete each of these tasks is critical in allowing marine scientists to maximize the
insight obtained from their expeditions. Marine Applied Research and Exploration (MARE) is an
organization that performs such collection of organisms with the help of remotely operated
vehicles (ROVs). Our team of Cal Poly mechanical engineering students has been tasked creating a
new and improved solution to the storage phase of marine sample collection performed by MARE.
This report documents the ideation, design, manufacturing and testing of a new sample storage
container (biobox). This document records how the team generated concepts, developed those
concepts into a design, manufactured the design, and verified the resulting prototype. In addition,
included are materials that will facilitate the safe operation, maintenance, and potential
improvement of our prototype.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The ocean is the most unexplored frontier on Earth. Benthic organisms such as coral and sponge,
many of which have yet to be discovered, not only serve an important role in ocean floor
ecosystems but are also key indicator species for the health of their surrounding environments.
These deep-sea ecosystems are vulnerable to bottom contact fishing, motivating many
institutions to conduct research in the hopes that they will be legally protected. The Marine
Applied Research and Exploration Group (MARE) is a non-profit organization founded in 2003 “to
explore and document deep-water ecosystems to assist in their conservation and management”
(MARE) using underwater remotely operated vehicles (ROVs). They focus on collecting these
benthic samples to aid ocean research and the mapping of the deep-sea reefs for conservation.
One of MARE’s current ROVs, the Beagle, dives to depths of 3,300 feet to collect data along with
deep-sea sponge and coral samples. It is equipped with sensors and cameras as well as a robotic
arm that can collect samples and store them in a “biobox.” The current collection system stores
all the samples together in a shared container, which hinders the ability to individually identify
where samples originated from. MARE approached our group with the goal to design a new
sample collection system that outperforms the old device.
The project was executed by our team of four California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo
students, Casey Smith, Sara Passantino, Andrew Noble, and Thomas Smith from January 2020 until
December 2020.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 MARE Interview
To further define our scope and establish a relevant background for the project we reviewed the
design challenge, researched MARE, and documented preliminary conversations with our sponsor
Dirk Rosen, founder, and executive director of MARE. The ROV is central to MARE’s operations of
collecting and studying deep-sea samples. Beyond serving the purpose of holding coral samples,
the sampling system must be easy to use for all involved parties. This includes designing the
controls to be simple and user-friendly, making it easy to remove samples, and making it easy to
clean/maintain. Because of the silty environment at the sea floor, it is important to allow for larger
than normal gaps between interfacing parts to decrease the risk of seizure due to silt build up and
ease maintenance. As for the size, the largest dimensional constraints are in the height and width,
whereas there is flexibility in the third dimension of the system.
The current sample collection system is shown in Figure 1. The box has one shared storage space
where multiple samples can be placed. The manipulator arm acquires the sample, pushes the
1

sample through the “baleen teeth,” releases the grip of the arm, and then removes the arm from
the box.

Figure 1. Current "bio-box" sample collection system with robotic arm in view.

The current solution works acceptably yet does not offer sample organization. Therefore, when
samples are analyzed, researchers can only confirm where each specimen was collected by photo
and video confirmation. It is difficult to identify the order and location in which each sample was
taken from. The desired replacement system must provide a way to delineate sampling sequence
so researchers can know precisely when and where each sample is collected.

2.2 MBARI Interview
The Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) also utilizes ROV’s in their oceanographic
research. They have two sample collection ROV’s, both larger than MARE’s, and have a variety of
systems for sample storage. We were able to correspond with their lead ROV operator, Marko
Talkovic, about their existing sampling systems. We were curious about their suction sampling
system as well as their drawer/box system.
Regarding suction sampling: “We suck directly from a nozzle that’s acquired and moved by the
manipulator. The sample then goes through the hose to the carousel, or if we have screened the
end of the nozzle, it sticks there until we move it over a sampling box then turn off the suction
allowing the sample to drop into the box. If the suction nozzle cannot be manipulated, then the
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sample will be brought to the nozzle with the manipulator. We only do this if there is no other
option as it is easy for samples to fall out of the suction stream and thus be lost” (Talkovic).
Talkovic mentioned that collecting coral and sponge samples is much easier than other benthic
specimens. The system that they utilize for these samples is a “PVC box with a hinged lid and a
bungee cord with a floating monkey's fist for opening and closing” that can be outfitted with
dividers if necessary. Their boxes can be seen in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. MBARI coral and sponge sampling containers

The boxes are made from PVC because of their low cost, easy of machining, and offer some
insulative properties. He also recommended ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE
or “starboard”) if water retained weight was a greater concern.

2.3 Related Products
A search for existing solutions yielded an array of approaches to collect and store ocean samples,
several of which may inspire a successful design or components thereof. Some of the solutions we
found were commercial products and others were one-off creations by oceanographic institutions.
Listed in Table 1 are a few of the existing solutions that we found .

3

Table 1. Existing collection containers.

DEVICE

COMPANY / GROUP

ROV Rotary Suction Sampler

Cellula Robotics

 Rotary specimen jar carousel
 Suction pump and tube

Marine Growth Sample Tool

Vortex Dredge Subsea
Solutions

 Loose bag sample containers
 Suction collection

Basic Bio-Box

NOAA

“Sled Bio-box”

Suction Sampler (“Slurp Gun”)

KEY FEATURES

 Divided box

 Divided box
Harbor Branch Oceanographic
 Motorized retraction and
Institute
deployment of box
Harbor Branch Oceanographic  Suctioning tube to collect sample
Institute
 Tube deposits sample into jar

Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institute uses two relevant sampling devices on their Mohawk ROV
which are shown in Figure 3. One is a “sled biobox” that mechanically extends and retracts to
expose divided chambers into which the ROV arm can place specimens. Elsewhere on the ROV is
a suction tube which can capture samples and then brings them to storage containers. These two
components work separately as implemented on the Mohawk ROV. It is possible that a device
could be designed to leverage the strengths of each component into one cooperative system.
Figure 3. HBOI sled biobox and suction device for storing/collecting specimen, respectively (Harbor Branch).

A commercial device shown in Figure 4 from Vortex Dredge Subsea solutions involves a suction
tube, venturi pump and mesh bags to hold the samples. The venturi pump connects to a dredge
on one port, the collection tube on another, and the receiving end connects to the bag assembly.
Additionally, there is a bag-switching mechanism by which the suction tube can be switched from
6 different bags to allow for discrete sample collection. During research it was noted that this
suction tube approach is mostly used for soft specimens, so it may not be suitable for corals and
sponges (Vortex).
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A

B

Figure 4. Suction tube and bag system from Vortex Dredge Subsea Solutions. The bags are attached to the several
different receptacles at A. The protruding cylinder at B is where the suction tube is switched from bag to bag (Vortex).

Cellula robotics has also produced a sophisticated system where samples are acquired by the
suction tube design and then deposited into jar-like containers (Cellula). The containers are rotated
through the suction head by means of a Geneva drive. This major variation between this design
and the vortex dredge system is the hard-sided collection containers. The Geneva drive system
presents a good option for achieving the discrete sampling constraint and is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Geneva-driven rotary sample collector from Cellula Robotics (Cellula).

The device shown in Figure 6 involves a very simple approach: a simple box with dividers. NOAA’s
Deep Discoverer ROV uses an insulated version of this box to store specimens (Harbor Branch).

5

Figure 6. NOAA’s Deep Discoverer using its manipulator arm to deposit a specimen in a very simple apparently insulated
box (Harbor Branch).

The existing solutions all attack the problem at hand in different ways and we recognize that better
solutions that the current solution used by MARE can be found by using them as inspiration or
integrating approaches to different functions into one complete system.

2.4 Relevant Technical LiteratureB
2.4.1 Design Material
It is necessary in deep sea environments to design for corrosion resistance in order to maintain
operability. In Ocean Structures by Chandrasekaran and Jain, materials are categorized as ferrous,
nonferrous, and nonmetals. Density and strength are just two of many parameters discussed in the
text to best choose the design materials. There is emphasis on composite materials in the text due
to its recently discovered salient advantages (Chandrasekaran).
Specific composites such as wood-polypropylene were also researched for its flexural properties
and resiliency against saline corrosion. Effects of Sea Water... on Wood Polypropylene was used as
reference for the composites research (Najafi).

2.4.2 Design Shape
One of the challenges for an underwater design is withstanding the water pressure. Shape will be
considered throughout the design process and is supported using Materials and Shape of
Underwater Structures as a reference for the relationship between shape and pressure. Specific
examples are mentioned such as Challenger Deep (Homans).
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2.4.3 Design Fasteners
Fasteners are often the catalysts of underwater corrosion and are omnipresent in sub-sea
structures. Guidelines for Successful Use of Marine Fasteners mentions several caveats in deep-sea
construction and compares various forms of marine fastening from both metals to nonmetals
(Ross).
2.4.4 Coral Collection Protocol
A group of experienced field researchers under sponsorship from NOAA’s Office of Ocean
Exploration compiled an informal protocol for deep sea coral collection. The primary reasoning for
this protocol to be created was to create a standard among benthos researchers in a quickly
changing field. It is recommended that for sample collection that occurs in waters that are a few
degrees cooler than that of the surface temperature, insulated “bio-boxes” should be utilized for
greater sample preservation. This is especially recommended for bamboo corals. It is also important
to oxygenate the water frequently if the samples are stored in sealed bio-boxes. The other concern
is grouping together samples that have high mucus secretion under stress. It is important to
recognize the samples that will secrete mucus and make sure the storage system effectively seals
off the samples from one another. For MARE’s purposes, it is important that our solution offers
discrete sampling for contamination reasons, though it is unnecessary to insulate the samples
(Etnoyer).

2.5 Relevant Patents
Suction Anchor (US20160236755A1): This patent details a suction anchor for a remotely operated
vehicle. The anchor can be deployed as part of a method for sampling or measuring the seabed
(Allen). Suction sampling could provide an easy collection method for our system.

2.6 Standards, Codes, and Regulations
An important piece of information that was gained from our research and interview with MARE
was that oceanographic research devices do not benefit from the same standardizations and codes
as is commonplace in more established sectors (e.g. the automobile industry). This means that
pressure ratings, corrosion control and other critical parameters will need to be independently
ensured without the purview of an external standardization body.
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3 OBJECTIVES
3.1 Problem Statement
Marine Applied Research and Exploration (MARE), a leader in oceanographic research, needs an
updated and improved method of storing coral and sponge samples collected during dives on
their deep-sea ROV, The Beagle. The current storage solution only has one general storage
container making it challenging to keep track of the origins of specific samples.

3.2 Boundary Diagram
Figure 7 shows the boundary diagram that visually illustrates the scope our team has set for the
project. In the diagram, everything within the dashed boundary is controlled by our group— the
collection container, its materials, how the container it interacts with the ROV Beagle, and the
container’s tethering to the Beagle’s electrical system. That leaves everything outside of the
boundary— the ocean, the ROV electrical and control systems, the collection arm, and even the
coral out of our control.

Figure 7. Collection Box Boundary Diagram.
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While many aspects of the collection container are out of our control, like the marine environment,
these uncontrollable components will be taken into consideration in our design process to aim for
the most successful final product.

3.3 Sponsor Desires
MARE is seeking a sample collection container with the ability to collect three or more discrete
sample, fit within the given dimensions, withstand depths down to 2000 feet, and weigh 8 pounds
or less in sea water.
In addition to these more quantifiable wants, MARE also wants the sample collection box to be
durable, easy to wash, non-corrosive, and easy to repair. Design specifications are listed in
Appendix A.

3.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
A quality function deployment table, seen in Appendix A, was used to derive the engineering
specifications for the project. The QFD house of quality is an industry methodology for aligning
the efforts that will be committed to a project and to what areas within that project. Table 2 was
created by first listing the potential customers and their respective needs and wants. These
requirements were then rated based on their relative importance to the customers. Next a series
of measurements and tests were laid out to determine how those requirements would be
quantified. These tests were then marked with a relative correlation to the requirements. Potential
competitors and the current system were ranked based on performance for the requirements as
well as how they would perform in the tests. From this data, we were able to extract relative
importance and risk of each requirement, as well as determine a compliance method.
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3.5 Engineering Specifications Table
Table 2. Engineering Specifications from QFD (Appendix A).

SPEC #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Risk:

DESCRIPTION

Number of Samples
Size
Weight
Pressure
Cost
Silt Resistance
Corrosion
L = Low
M = Medium
H = High

TARGET

3 or 4
15” x 25” x 6”
8 lb.
900 psi
$1000
0.05” Clearance
None
Compliance:

TOLERANCE

Min
Max
Max
Up to
Max
Min
—
A = Analysis
T = Test
I = Inspection
S = Similarity

RISK

COMPLIANCE

H
H
M
L
L
L
L

I
I
I
A
I
I
S

Specifications explained in greater detail:
1. Number of samples: During each dive, MARE wants to have the capacity to collect 3-4
discrete samples, allowing them to better and more easily identify where each sample
originated from. Collecting at least 3-4 samples at a time reduces the number of dives
necessary as well. This specification is high risk because of its importance to MARE.
Maintaining multiple, discrete samples will differentiate our system form the simple
collection system that exists.
2. Size: The collection container needs to fit on the skid connected to the ROV in place of the
current container. MARE has designated this space as a 10” x 12” x 15” rectangular prism,
however, through conversations with Dirk Rosen and our site visit we have learned that the
critical dimensions are the 10” x 12” portion, with more than 15” of aft if required. This
specification is considered high risk because it constrains size of our system. Being beyond
these constraints could hinder the use of the collection system and the ROV as a whole.
3. Weight: To expend the least amount of energy possible, it is important for the ROV Beagle
to remain relatively light. For this reason, an 8lb maximum weight limit in sea water has
been placed on the collection container.
4. Pressure: The ROV Beagle is a deep-sea ROV which can reach depths of 2000 ft to collect
coral and sponge samples. At 2000ft, our container materials will need to be able to
withstand approximately 890psi, although our container need not be watertight.
10

5. Cost: Since MARE is a non-profit organization, it is important to keep costs down in the
design process to ensure the system is maintainable in the future. With this, the whole
prototype should stay under $1000 in cost.
6. Silt Resistance: To collect coral and sponge samples, the Beagle will be interacting with the
ocean floor, an environment filled with fine particulate silt. This creates a need for “silt gaps”
between moving components to allow the particles to flow through the container and its
parts and not create grit and unwanted friction.
7. Corrosion: The use environment of the container is sea water, which is notoriously for
causing corrosion. To aim for simple maintenance and product longevity, we look to use
only non-corrosive materials.
In addition to the engineering specifications detailed above, we also aim to achieve several
qualitatively based goals. Table 3 outlines the qualitative goals we strive to incorporate into our
design.
Table 3. Qualitative Specifications.

SPEC #

DESCRIPTION

9
10
11
12
13

Simplicity in design
Compatible with existing arm
Utilizes discrete sampling
Easily maintained
Easily cleaned
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4 CONCEPT DESIGN
4.1 Ideation Process
Before we began the concept ideation process, we performed a functional decomposition to
determine the pertinent tasks that our design should be able to accomplish. It was determined
that a successful design will have following two distinct functions:


receive coral and sponge (from the manipulator claw)



store coral and sponge (in discrete containers)

Following functional decomposition, we conducted two 3-hour concept ideation session wherein
a multitude of approaches to the above functions were developed. These ideation sessions were
intentionally adventurous and, at times, impractical. Even the impractical ideas contributed to
valuable concepts over the course of the ideation sessions. The results of our whiteboard ideation
sessions are shown in Appendix B.
Then, we sorted through the mess of wild ideas to find those that we thought held enough value
to explore further and condensed and compared these ideas in Pugh matrices for respective
functions, which are shown in Appendix C.
A feasibility discussion then eliminated several of the concepts we had generated. The ideas that
remained were then adapted into physical concept models made from rapid prototyping materials
such as foam core board and medium density fiber board. Results from the concept modelling
session are shown in Appendix B.
We then combined the top concepts for each function, creating full system concepts. These
concepts converged into three main directions which are discussed in depth in the following
section.

4.2 Top Concepts
4.2.1 Concept A: The Filing Cabinet
The filing cabinet concept, shown in Figure 8, utilizes a linearly actuated divided drawer system to
collect the samples. In order to load samples, the drawer is backfilled, so in order for the first
sample to be collected, the drawer must be extended to its outer most position. The next samples
will be loaded into the consecutive drawers from inner to outer to prevent previous samples from
being exposed again. This design is the simplest solution to maintaining discrete sampling but,
preliminary sizing calculations show that to achieve the desired number of discrete samples, the
12

drawer system would have to be excessively long, creating a considerable cantilever action. While
measures can be taken to counteract this force, using a counterweight in the system seems
counterintuitive when MARE is hoping for our collection system to be neutrally to positively
buoyant.

Figure 8. Linearly actuated drawer concept sketch.

4.2.2 Concept B: The Luggage Carousel
The luggage carousel, shown in Figure 9, would have a divider system driven by an internal belt
and rotary actuator system. With this design we foresaw issues with the dividers being rigid
enough to securely contain and move the samples through the system, while being flexible
enough to round the two curved sections of the carousel.

Figure 9. The luggage carousel concept sketch.
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4.23 Concept C: The Circular Carousel
The circular carousel concept, shown in Figure 10, is the system we ultimately decided to move
forward with, so it will be described in depth later in the report. This design operates by having a
rotating carousel with an internal divider system that is fixed to a base, driven belt connected to
a gear driven by an actuator.

Figure 10. Circular carousel concept sketches.

4.3 Concept Selection
To narrow our concepts, to our final selection we compared each system in the weighted decision
matrix shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Weighted decision matrix.

Criteria
# of Samples
Weight
Silt Resistance
Effectiveness
Compatibility
Feasibility
Reliability
Cost

Weighting
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
3

Filing Cabinet

Options
Circular
Carousel

Luggage
Carousel

Score

Total

Score

Total

Score

Total

4
2
4
3
2
3
4
5
Total

20
10
20
12
10
15
16
15
118

4
5
3
3
5
4
4
4
Total

20
25
15
12
25
20
16
12
145

5
4
4
4
5
2
3
3
Total

20
20
20
16
25
10
12
9
132
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Each concept in the decision matrix is given a score out of five for the given criteria. Then, the
score the concept received is multiplied by the category weighting to receive a total score for the
criteria. The total points for each concept were added to reveal the winning concept, the circular
carousel.
Criteria explained in greater detail:
1. Number of samples: 3-4 samples required
2. Weight: How heavy is it estimated to be (in sea water)
3. Silt Resistance: Are there lots of moving parts? Are there lots of places silt can get stuck
to jam the system? Contact points?
4. Effectiveness: How well does the concept meet the initial engineering requirements? Is it
over or under engineered?
5. Compatibility: Is the concept seamlessly compatible with the existing manipulator arm
positioning and range of motion, skid support beam placement, and motor mount? Will
supports or mounts need to be moved in order to accommodate?
6. Feasibility: Is the concept able to be manufactured with our resources in an effective way
in our given time span?
7. Reliability: Are the detected failures preventable and reduced?
8. Cost: Will it be able to be effectively manufactured within our budget?

4.3 Selected Concept: Circular Carousel
The concept that we have decided to pursue is the rotating carousel sample storage system shown
in Figure 11 and 12. This design reduces the amount of space that the system will take up, while
still offering four discrete sampling partitions, fitting within the dimensional constraints, and
providing a consistent point of entry for the manipulator arm in order to ensure reliability. All
parts will be machined, or heat molded from plastics, and joined with stainless steel fasteners. The
“baleen bristle” entrance will be made from broom bristle material (plastics). These bristles will be
easily replaceable if they begin to wear. Since the majority of the materials will be buoyant, it will
fit within the weight constraint of 8 lb. in water.

15

Cap

Baleen Brushes

Geared carousel
base to interface
with belt to motor

Carousel
Figure 11. Concept CAD model.

The system will consist of a rigidly mounted “cap” that will have a quarter of it sliced out and
replaced with a “baleen bristle” entrance system. The cap will ensure samples are contained from
the side and top after entering the carousel and rotating. Beneath the “cap” will be a rotating
carousel with four vertically mounted partitions. The base of the carousel will be geared around
the edges and be driven from a belt. The carousel will sit and rotate within a slotted rigidly
mounted base. The belt will be driven by a rotary motor mounted behind the carousel system.
Tolerances between the cap, carousel, and base will be kept above 0.05” in order to decrease
fowling from silt buildup.
The carousel will be mounted 6” forward of the base skid support beam so half of the carousel
will stick out. This will allow the manipulator arm to reach the entrance location.
When the ROV operator wants to insert a sample, they will collect is with the manipulator arm,
position the arm perpendicular to the ROV and in line with the “cap” entrance, utilize the “shoulder
down” control to insert the claw and sample through the “cap” baleen entrance, “open claw”,
“rotate claw” (in order to shake the sample off the claw), “close claw”, then “shoulder up”. The
operator will then control the carousel to rotate 90° and the carousel will be ready for the next
sample collection.
Currently, our team is planning on testing multiple configurations of the “baleen” entrance system
to ensure the coral samples come off of the manipulator claw when it is opened and removed
from the carousel. The proof of concept for this entrance has been validated in MARE’s previous
design yet the orientation and operation will be modified. We will also need to further research
how the carousel will sit on the base and look at abrasion testing from sliding friction two pieces
of polypropylene. We will also need to research and test methods of bending polypropylene for
the “cap” sidewall or slightly modifying the design to make this piece more manufacturable. Lastly,
the belt drive system may be replaced with a geared system if mounting and wear are found to
be suspect in our calculations.
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Figure 12. Concept prototype.
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5 FINAL DESIGN
5.1 System Description
The final design is divided into 4 subsystems and is shown below in Figure 13. The following
sections will explain each subsystem in greater detail.

Figure 13. Full system with labeled subsystems.
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5.2 Subsystem Descriptions
5.2.1 Lid Assembly
The lid system has two parts, the polypropylene structure, and the baleen entrance array.
The polypropylene top plate provides locations to mount the biobox to the Beagle ROV, and
interfaces with the rotating carousel. It also provides the motor tensioning rails and clearance for
the motor to stick out the top. The sidewall surface encloses the carousel area to prevent samples
from escaping the biobox. Its slits also allow passage of water through the enclosure.
The baleen array consists of four brushes, secured at an inward sloping angle, as to easily allow
the manipulator arm and sample to enter the carousel, while also preventing samples from leaving
the biobox. This array has been lifted from the top surface to make the sample deposit easier and
assure that the brushes will not interfere with the internal rotating carousel. Due to expected wear
and tear, the brushes are installed with set screws for replaceability.
The brush holders were slightly redesigned during manufacturing to address tolerancing issues in
the brush slide geometry. The original design was created using a personal 3D printer, but the
final manufacturing was done using Cal Poly owned printers. Differences in the printers’
performance caused us to make some minor redesigns during manufacturing.

Figure 14. Lid assembly subsystem.
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5.2.3 Carousel
The carousel works to move a sample placed in the container to the secured area under the lid
for storage. The carousel is spun by a belt-driven gear secured under the carousel. The carousel
has four slotted partitions that allow for discrete sampling while letting water pass through to
ease the torque put on the drive system when the system is submerged.

Figure 15. Carousel subsystem.

5.2.4 Base
The base subsystem provides a locating hole for the stepped carousel shaft, two support pillars
and also includes a single brush and brush holder. The base plate also provides a mounting
location for the biobox within the skid. It also has slotted rails for the motor mount and tensioning
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mechanism to slide within. The support columns provide extra rigidity to the structure.

Figure 16. Base subsystem.

5.2.5 Drive System
The drive system consists of the motor, supplied and marine-proofed by MARE, an off-the-shelf
flanged drive pulley, and an off-the-shelf 3/8th inch timing belt. The motor will be connected to
the electrical system onboard the ROV Beagle and will be controlled by simply supplying 24V (with
a 2A limit); no pulse width modulation or other speed-control is planned.
The motor is attached to the motor mount with two hose-clamps that wrap around the motor and
feed through channels in the 3D printed motor mount. Tensioning of the belt is achieved through
pulling the motor mount backwards in the rails and tightening the wing nuts attached to the two
long stainless-steel. This motor mount was redesigned during manufacturing due to unforeseen
geometry of the motor (which was only received immediately prior to manufacturing), as well as
discovered difficulty in milling polypropylene.
The motor is positioned far from the carousel because of geometrical constraints on the Beagle
skid. This required power transmission to be supplied through a belt.
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Figure 17. Drive subsystem (hose-clamps not shown).

5.2 Justification
In order to meet our engineering specifications and ensure our design will work, we completed
mass and motor torque analyses, iterated on design features, thoughtfully chose materials and
fasteners, created a structural prototype of the entrance system, and planned further testing.
Initial design steps covered the most basic specifications like fulfilling the target of a 3–4 sample
capacity (Spec. 1, see Table 2), fitting within the size constraints (Spec. 2), and avoiding designs
with sealed enclosures because of the high pressures the system will be subject to (Spec. 4). The
size constraints were refined with two trips to MARE’s headquarters and conversations with Dirk
Rosen in order to take further dimensions of the mounting skid, range of motion of the
manipulator arm, and motor dimensions. Our system has been designed to fit within the measured
constraints as well as interact with the motion of the manipulator arm (Spec. 10) and provide
mounting space for the existing motor.
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A torque analysis, which can be reviewed in Appendix H, estimates the required torque that the
motor must produce in order to drive the carousel. It considers the drag on the carousel partitions
as well as the rotational inertia of the carousel system. There is a safety factor included.
In order to hit the target <8 lbs. in seawater specification (Spec. 3), we chose to construct the
majority of the systems out of polypropylene due to its buoyancy. A mass analysis which can be
reviewed in Appendix G estimates that our system will be around 2 lbs. in sea water. The
polypropylene material is also justified due to lack of corrosion in saltwater (Spec. 7). The PLA
brush mounts also aren’t corrosive in saltwater. The fasteners will be primarily stainless steel to
avoid corrosive effects.
In order to stay within our target cost, the system was designed to be easily manufactured in order
to reduce manufacturing processes for each component. The majority of the parts will be able to
be cut with one water jet operation. The brush holders will be 3D printed as we have access to a
printer. Stock fasteners, belts, and motor pulley were also selected in order to reduce costs and
simplify orders. Our current Bill of Materials as seen in Appendix I estimates part costs to be
around $200 (not including shipping and handling). This gives us plenty of remaining budget to
further iterate the design later if necessary and outsource some manufacturing.
We also limited the moving parts of the system due to the nature of silt buildup and simplicity.
The only region of the design where silt buildup way deemed a potential issue was the stepped
shaft fit into the top and bottom plate.
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In order to validate the functionality of our entrance system, we 3D printed our brush mounts and
ordered the brush seals to test their strength and stiffness, respectively. Initial testing completed
showed that the print direction of the brush holders will need to be altered to eliminate stress
concentrations in the same direction as the layer orientation. The brushes have also been
validated as stiff enough though further testing will dictate whether or not a second layer of
brushes will have to be added.

Figure 18. Prototype 3D printed brush holders and brush seals.
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5.3 Supporting Data
The full part cost analysis can be seen in the Indented Bill of Materials in Appendix I. An
abbreviated analysis of the part costs broken down for each subassembly can be seen below in
table 5. The costs in the table account for shared costs between stock materials.
Table 5. Abbreviated Part Cost Analysis
LEVEL

COST

Lid Assembly
Carousel Assembly
Base Plate
Assembly
Motor Assembly

$94.86
$39.64
$23.24
$77.56
$235.30

6 MANUFACTURING
Our design consists of 4 main subassemblies: the lid, the carousel, the base, and the drive system.
Components of the biobox were produced by (A) purchase, (B) modified from purchase, or (C)
made from raw materials. Some parts, like fasteners and raw polypropylene stock, are used in
multiple subassemblies.
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6.1 Lid
Table 6. Component list for lid subassembly.

Material

Notes

Top Surface

Acquisition
Type
C

Polypro sheet

Curved Sidewall

C

Polypro sheet

Acrylic Window

C

Acrylic sheet

Brush Seals

B

Brush Mounts
Set Screws
Nutserts

C
A
A

Plastic Brush
Seals
PLA
Stainless steel
Brass

Waterjet cut to the desired geometry
Waterjet cut slits to produce curve, used
scroll saw to cut opening for belt clearance
Cut using band saw, installed with plastic
weld
Purchased brushes were cut to length.

¼’’ Nuts & Bolts

A

Stainless steel

Component

3D printed
To secure the brushes in their mounts
Small brass nut inserts for the set screws
that were melted into the brush mounts
using a soldering iron
Hardware to mount the brush mounts and
stainless-steel support bracket

Both the top surface and the curved sidewall were cut from ¼’’ polypropylene stock using a
waterjet. Cutting with a laser was attempted, but this resulted in considerable melting. Waterjet
cutting the slits to create the curved sidewall was very time intensive but was successful in creating
the curved geometry we wanted and mostly eliminating residual stresses from bending the
material. Plastic welding the curved sidewall to the lid was the most complex welding operation
and required a wood fixture to be made.
The acrylic window area was roughened with an rasp for better plastic weld adhesion.
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Figure 19. Sidewall plastic welding fixture setup.

Figure 20. Sidewall fillet weld made with the help of a fixture.

Finding the optimal 3D printer settings for the brush mounts took some experimentation. As
noted in the design section, some minor geometry redesign was done to compensate for printing
differences from previously used printers. Once the brush mounts were printed, a soldering iron
was used to heat the nutserts and insert them into the set crew holes. The brushes were slid into
place and the set screws were inserted to secure the brushes.
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Figure 21. Completed baleen components including brush, mount, nutserts, and set screws.

6.2 Carousel
Table 7. Component list for partition assembly.

Component

Acquisition
Type

Material

Notes

Base

C

Polypro sheet

Waterjet cut from ¼’’ polypropylene sheet

Partitions

C

Polypro sheet

4 rectangular slotted dividers

Shaft

C

Polypro rod

A 1’’ cylindrical dowel, cut to 6’’ on miter
saw and turned down on a lathe

Carousel Pulley

C

Polypro sheet

Waterjet cut from 3/8’’ polypropylene sheet

We cut the shaft to size on a miter saw, then turned the step geometry on a lathe. The geometry
of the shaft was adjusted specifically for the water jetted lid and base, to ensure a tight but sliding
fit. While attempting to mill grooves in the shaft to accept the partitions, we learned that most all
feeds and speeds on the mill result in major melting of the plastic, so this groove idea was
abandoned and this discovery also led us to redesigning the motor mount, which is discussed
later.
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The plastic welding on the carousel was difficult because the heat gun tended to warp the base
material, which complicated the seating of the partitions. Additionally, plastic welding in the tight
space of the partition corners proved to be a challenge as well.

Figure 22. Turning the stepped polypropylene shaft on a manual lathe.

Figure 23. Completed partition carousel.
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6.3 Base
Table 8. Component list for base assembly.

Component

Acquisition
Type

Material

Notes

Base

C

Polypro sheet

Water jet cut to size

Columns

C

Polypro rods

¼’’ bolts, 6.5’’ long
Curved Brush Holder

A
C

Stainless steel
PLA

Nutserts

A

Brass

Flexible Brush Seal
Nuts & Bolts
Mounting bracket

A
A
B

Stainless steel
Stainless steel
Stainless steel

Cut to length with miter saw, center hole
drilled on lathe
Inserted through support pillars
3D printed
Inserted into brush mount using soldering
iron
Used to fasten the curved brush holder
90° bracket cut to length on chop saw, ¼’’
holes drilled with drill press

The base was waterjet cut from 0.25’’ PP sheet. The support pillars were cut from 1’’ PP dowel
stock then through-drilled on the lathe with a ¼’’ bit. In retrospect, we should have used a larger
drill size so the long 5.5’’ bolts could be inserted easier. The curved brush mount in this
subassembly was manufactured in the same way as the entry system brush components.
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6.4 Drive System
Table 9. Component list for drive assembly.

Motor

Acquisition
Type
N/A

Timing Belt

A

Hose Clamps
Motor Gear
Motor Mount
Nuts, Wing nuts,
and Washers

A
A
C

N/A
Rubber or
pliable plastic
Stainless Steel
Stainless steel
PLA

A

Stainless Steel

Component

Material

Notes
Provided by sponsor
McMaster-Carr
Used to mount the motor onto the housing
McMaster-Carr
3D printed
Used to attach the motor mount assembly
to top and bottom plates

Upon receipt and inspection of the motor and its housing, we decided to redesign the motor
mount with 3D printing in mind. This decision was made because we discovered that
polypropylene is very difficult to cleanly mill, which was the original plan. This change is present
in the final design section above.

Figure 24. The redesigned motor mount and drive system, completed.
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6.5 Assembly
In order to combine the subassemblies, we put the base plate on a flat surface. Then we laid the
belt out and placed the carousel assembly on the base plate with the belt wrapped around the
carousel gear and the shaft inserted into the corresponding hole of the base plate. Then we placed
the motor mount on the baseplate and wrapped the belt around the motor gear. Then we put on
the lid assembly, with the motor mount holes aligned with the tensioning rails and the shaft in
the corresponding hole. To fasten all of the subcomponents together, we used stainless steel
hardware. In the rear of the biobox, we inserted the four stainless steel bolts through the motor
mount and support pillars. We fastened the support pillars with wingnuts and washers. Then we
pulled back the motor mount to tension the belt and tightened with washers and wingnuts. Finally,
we fastened the stainless steel 90° bracket is at the front of the biobox to connect the lid and base
directly.

6.6 Manufacturing Review
As expected, several lessons and hurdles were encountered during the manufacturing process.
Timeline estimation was complicated due to lack of upfront experience with some of the processes
(specifically plastic welding), as well as impacted equipment (specifically the water jet). Of course,
the COVID-19 pandemic reduced the manpower and shop hours we had at our disposal. All these
contributed to manufacturing taking considerably longer than we expected, which ultimately
reduced the time available to test.
We gained significant insight from some of the processes and materials we used. Since MARE
frequently uses polypropylene in their marine engineering projects, we felt it valuable to record
some of these insights below.


Plastic welding polypropylene is strong but requires practice and is slow. It enables
geometry not possible with fasteners such as screws. So, in the future, a mixture of plastic
welding and screws may be considered.



The slitting process that we used to create the curved sidewall was very successful and has
merit for future use when curved geometry is desired when working with polypropylene.
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Polypropylene does not mill well. Under most feeds and speeds, the plastic melts.



Waterjet cutting worked very well.

Figure 25. Laser cutter experimentation.

Figure 26. Checking tolerances of waterjet parts
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Figure 27. Practicing plastic welding prior to manufacturing.

7 DESIGN VERIFICATION
Design specifications and respective test observations and results.
Full DVP Plan found in Appendix [III]
[I] - Inspection
[T] – Testing

7.1 Sample Number and Containment [I]
The design resulted in four discrete sample spaces, each taking up 90º if the circular carousel.
The four partitions separate each space.

7.2 Dimension Constraints of BIO-BOX [I]
The basic dimensions of the box were not inspected to be within 15” x 25” x 6” as originally
planned. Upon inspection on the skid of the Beagle we found there was additional space for the
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biobox. Ultimately the dimensions resulted as 15” x 27” x 6” which were confirmed to fit into the
Beagle.

7.3 Weight Constraints of BIO-Box and Assembly [I]
The entire assembly of the collection system was not able to be tested to be underwater according
to the 8 lb constraint. The buoyancy of the system was initially analyzed using FUSION 360 with
results found in Appendix G. It will be necessary to weigh the system using a submerged scale
system for accurate results.

7.4 Cost Constraints [I]
The cost of the total assembly including that of manufacturing costs for outsourcing was compiled
under $1000. Initially we spent $171.50 but further expenses were needed as manufacturing
continued. The grand total resulted as $235.30 well below our cost constraint.

7.5 Silt Resistance [I]
The silt buildup should be inspected post expedition in especially susceptible areas such as the
above and below the stepped shaft. Per MARE it was recommended from previous expeditions
that there should be no issues for gaps greater that 0.05” and we were able to achieve this.

7.6 Brush Stiffness [T] – Numerical Analysis
The brushes for the entrance system were tested for varying stiffnesses and thicknesses for the
best results. As there is no standard system for coral or much of marine engineering the brushes
were tested using best judgement. Numerical analysis including an uncertainty analysis was
performed with the varying thickness and stiffness of the desired brushes.
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To measure the stiffness of the brushes we first mounted the brushes into the 3D-printed brush
holders then clamped the holders horizontal and parallel to the tabletop. Using a ruler, the height
of the brushes was recorded as well as the weights of three different weights using a food scale.
Each respective weight was attached separately to the end of the brushes to record deflection.
From this we were able to compute the brush stiffness and the uncertainty in the stiffness.

7.7 Carousel Rotation [T]
The carousel’s rotation was tested for at least 10 full rotations to ensure each 90-degree rotation
can be made reliably.
The biobox was initially set up on a flat surface with the remote control attached. Then power was
added to the motor and controller, so rotation was possible. The carousel rotation was then tested
for accuracy of full rotations and easy control. MARE will be testing for success while submerged
in water.

Table 10. Carousel Rotation Test Results.

Pass
On Land

X

Submerged in Water

N/A

Fail

N/A

Notes
Performed without the
MARE electrical system
Cancelled due to
manufacturing delay

7.8 Arm Compatibility [T] - Will be done at MARE
The arm and entrance system should be tested once mounted to the skid of the “Beagle.” This
system tests using different sizes and sample compositions. The arm is controlled in various
positions while holding the samples to test for the most reliable angle, height, and aft position.

7.9 Motor Torque [T] – Will be done at MARE
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The motor torque should be calculated to ensure the torque is sufficient in all situations. This test
will take place at the MARE Labs and planned according to management there. The data results
are simply pass/fail regarding smooth rotation, appropriate speed, and no errors.

7.10 Carousel Jamming [T] – Will be done at MARE
The jamming should be tested in the carousel rotation regarding particularly susceptible areas
such as between the carousel dividers and the curved surface. The jamming will be forced to see
how the motor will manage in a situation as such. The results will be recorded as pass/fail.

7.11 Divider Alignment [T] – Will be done at MARE
The alignment of the dividers will be tested to be correctly aligned with the entrance system. The
test will involve repeated rotations including reverse directions in attempts to realign the system
to the entrance.
Since the testing will require the camera and requires resources at MARE the test will be
postponed until completion. The test results will be recorded with a successful “pass” if the
dividers are within 0.25” from the datum set up perpendicular to the dividers.

7.12 Belt Tension [I] – Will be done at MARE
The belt will be inspected and tested following the initial expedition for proper tension. If belt is
not properly tensioned after the expedition the motor mount will be adjusted to proper tension
again. The test will result in a simple pass/fail.

7.13 Testing Analysis
Unfortunately, we were unable to produce the testing and results which were vital to our projects
design. We encourage MARE to complete the tests they find vital to success as they prepare to
take the biobox on its first expedition.

7.14 Meeting Our Engineering Specifications
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After completing the biobox manufacturing and testing, we thought it important to return to
and revisit our initial engineering specifications determined at the onset of the project, shown in
Table 13. With the minor exceptions, we were able to meet all our engineering specifications,
further validating our final design and prototype.

Table 11. Revisiting Initial Engineering Specifications.

SPEC #

DESCRIPTION

TARGET

TOLERANCE

PASS/FAIL

1

Number of Samples

3 or 4

Min

Pass

2

Size

15” x 30” x 6”

Max

Pass

3

Weight

8 lb.

Max

4

Pressure

900 psi

Up to

5

Cost

$1000

Max

6

Silt Resistance

0.05” Clearance

Min

Pass
Untested at
Pressure
Pass
Pass via design,
but untested
submerged

7

Corrosion

None

—

Pass via material
choices

8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The biobox was completed with some deviation from the original timeline. Specifically, the
following aspects of the manufacturing process caused delays:
-

later-than-expected opening of Cal Poly student shops

-

underestimation of manufacturing time, specifically plastic welding

-

impacted manufacturing resources, specifically the waterjet

-

redesigns during the manufacturing process

-

only half the team present in San Luis Obispo for manufacturing

As a team we found that the Gantt chart was less than useful for coordinating small tasks. On a
macro scale, it was helpful in organizing an overview of our efforts throughout the project, but for
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small and even medium tasks, imputing tasks into the Gantt chart was time intensive and was less
effective than frequent and clear communication between team members.

Management of this project was unprecedented for our team because much of the
communication was done virtually and even across time zones. Nevertheless, we feel that we did
a good job of communicating and cooperating to maximize our productivity. The experience with
a virtually coordinated project will undoubtably inform us in future projects with a similarly virtual
nature.

The final Gantt charts in appendix I show the entire timeline of the project.

9 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 28. Final biobox photo 1.
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Figure 29. Final biobox photo 2.

Figure 30. Final biobox, drive system detail.
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9.1 Next Steps
Th COVID-19 pandemic prevented the team from making a visit to the MARE facility in Richmond
to mount the biobox to the ROV’s skid. Because MARE will need to mount the biobox themselves,
we included a considerable amount of exposed polypropylene surface on the top and bottom
surfaces of the biobox, suitable for mounting. Stainless steel fasteners, like the ones used to mount
the previous coral container, can be used to attach our biobox to the Beagle’s skid. However, care
must be taken in mounting so that no bolt heads, washers, or nuts interfere with the movement
of the transmission system or the rotating carousel. Mounting should also be clear of the hydraulic
arm’s path to the biobox opening.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we did not get to complete the amount of testing that
we had hoped to. Because of this and the fact that the biobox is destined to operate in a unique
environment which we could not easily replicate for testing, we recommend that MARE perform
testing of its own, using our design verification plan (Appendix D) for inspiration. We have created
detailed testing plans that are designed to measure the success of each of our engineering
specifications, but we encourage MARE to use its wealth of marine engineering expertise to adjust
these tests and perform separate tests as is deemed necessary.
Beyond these onshore tests, we expect MARE to take the biobox on a research expedition, which
represents the most critical and comprehensive test of our project. All components will be tested
together including our project’s integration with the Beagle and its hydraulic arm. If the biobox
performs as intended, the project will be considered a success. Alternatively, failures will
undoubtably help educate redesigns for a future biobox that improves upon our project.

9.2 Recommendations in Future Redesigns
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We put forth our best engineering efforts to produce a valuable device for MARE, but at the
conclusion of the project the team has identified areas where we think improvements can be made
if this application is revisited later using our design for inspiration.


Motor Tensioning: A more elegant solution to motor tensioning could use a non-back
drivable leadscrew to pull the drive assembly back. This would allow the motor to be
tensioned more easily than two vertical bolts with wingnuts in our design.



Carousel Rotation Speed: The team is not familiar with how delayed a live video feed on
the ROV is, so it may be that the carousel rotates too fast. In this event, MARE can increase
the size of the carousel gear, which would decrease the transmission’s gear ratio and slow
the carousel’s rotation. The merits of a simple power system were emphasized by our
sponsor, but in the event that more complexity aboard Beagle becomes feasible, a
microcontroller could be installed on Beagle that uses pulse width modulation to precisely
control the speed and even automatically rotate the carousel at precise 90° increments.



Brush Holder Integrity: The strength of the brush holders has not been tested against
impacts from the hydraulic arm. If MARE encounters issues with the brush mounts
breaking, other 3D printed materials should be explored.



Brush Stiffness: The brush stiffness has been tested but in the context of the wide range
of marine specimen shapes, sizes, textures, and forms. Stiffer bristles or even rubber flaps
should be explored if the brushes are not adequate.

9.3 Conclusion
We are confident that the original goal of this project, to improve the sample collection capability
of the Beagle ROV, will be achieved when our biobox is tested aboard a MARE research vessel.
Additionally, we believe that the adaptability of our design, combined with the deep operational
knowledge that MARE possesses can overcome any initial shortcomings and produce even better
solutions in the future.
Of course, this project has resulted in more than just the biobox. Every member of the Coral
Corallers team has improved as an engineer due to the problem solving that produced the biobox.
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From manufacturing insight to design methodologies to project management, we have all added
tools and abilities to our arsenal as we enter our professional careers.
The team would like to sincerely thank our sponsor Dirk Rosen and advisor Eileen Rossman for
this opportunity to expand our engineering abilities and grow as people.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: QFD House of Quality
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Appendix B: Ideation Outcomes
White Board Ideation:

Concept Models:

“Lobster Trap” Concept:
 Designed to satisfy the receiving of coral
samples from manipulator arm function
 Learned that the manipulator hand/wrist
size would be a driving constraint
 Learned that manipulator arm degrees of
motion would be a driving constraint
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Spring Loaded “Mouth” Concept:
 Designed to satisfy the receiving of coral
samples from manipulator arm function
 Learned spatial constraints necessary to
insert manipulator arm/claw would be quite
large for individual boxes

Preliminary Rotating “Carousel” Concept:
 Designed to satisfy discrete storage function
 Learned that additional cover & base plate
would be necessary to keep samples
contained
 Learned that strictly a vertical entry wouldn’t
be feasible with arm constraints
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Sectioned Tube Concept:
 Designed to satisfy discrete storage function
 Learned that introducing additional
complexity like this to the system would
require more electrical components and more
failure modes.

“Luggage” Carousel with Cups
 Designed to satisfy discrete storage function
 Learned that connecting rigid containers to
a flexible belt driven system would be
challenging and unnecessarily complicated

Alternating “Finger” Entrance Concept:
 Designed to satisfy the receiving of coral
samples from manipulator arm function
 Learned entrance baleen will need to be
tested for ideal balance of flexibility and
rigidness
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“Luggage” Carousel with Vertical Partitions
 Designed to satisfy discrete storage function
 Learned that connecting rigid partitions to a
flexible belt driven system would be
challenging and would likely jam or bend
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Appendix C: Decision Matrices
Pugh Matrices:
A Pugh Matrix is a way of comparing a baseline system with alternatives. For our purposes we
made an individual Pugh Matrix for each of our primary functions. The baseline and alternatives
are laid out on the horizontal access of the table and the criteria required from the system is listed
on the vertical axis. Then each system is rated either “S”, implying that it achieves the criteria to
the same level as the baseline; a “+”, meaning the system exceeds the baseline for this criteria; or
a “–“, meaning it performs worse than the baseline for this criteria. The scores are then tallied, and
the score is used as an indicator of whether how much better or worse it performs with respect to
the baseline.
From out Pugh Matrix we learned that the rotating carousel concept and the lobster trap scored
the highest, yet after further feasibility studies we decided the lobster trap wouldn’t in fact be
compatible with the existing arm. The second Pugh Matrix served to clearly eliminate some of our
other concepts as well.
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Morph Matrix:
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Weighted Decision Matrix:
Options
Criteria

Weighting

Filing Cabinet

Circular
Carousel

Luggage
Carousel

Score

Total

Score

Total

Score

Total

# of Samples

5

4

20

4

20

5

20

Weight

5

2

10

5

25

4

20

Silt
Resistance

5

4

20

3

15

4

20

Effectiveness

4

3

12

3

12

4

16

Compatibility

5

2

10

5

25

5

25

Feasibility

5

3

15

4

20

2

10

Reliability

4

4

16

4

16

3

12

Cost

3

5

15

4

12

3

9

Total

118

Total

145

Total

132
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Appendix D: Final Project Budget and BOM

SubSytem

Item Number
1101
1102

Source

Part Number

McMaster
Custom

2898K43
N/A

1103

Custom

N/A

1104

Custom

N/A

1105

Custom

N/A

1106
1107
1108
1110
1111

Custom
NSCD*
NSCD*
McMaster
McMaster

N/A
B07-Brush
B07-Flex
92313A190
8560K275

1112

McMaster

92949A540

1113

McMaster

90101A230

Source

Part Number

McMaster
Custom
Custom
Custom

8658K55
N/A
N/A
N/A

Lid Assembly

SubSytem

Item Number
1201
1202
1203
Carousel Assembly
1204
1205
1206

Description

Top Plate
Siding
Back Top Brush
Holder
Front Top Brush
Holder
Front Side Brush
Holder
Back Side Brush
Holder
Top Brush
Side Brush
Screw
Acrylic Window
Brush Holder
Mounting Screw
Brush Holder
Mounting Nut

Description

Shaft
Partition
Carousel Gear
Carousel Base

McMaster
94459A320
Brush Inserts
Amazon HY-ABS-175-ORG 3D Filament
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Qty

Cost

1
1

37.16
0.00

1

20.00

1

0.00

1

0.00

1
2
2
1
1

0.00
12.76
4.58
2.69
5.37

8

7.39

8
Total:

4.91
94.86

Qty

Cost

1
4
1
1

8.06
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
1
Total

10.63
20.95
39.64

SubSytem

Base Plate
Assembly

SubSytem

Motor Assembly

Item Number
1301
1302

Source

Part Number

McMaster
Custom

2898K43
N/A

1303
1304

McMaster
McMaster

90101A230
92949A540

1306

McMaster

92313A537

1307
1308
1309
1310
1311

Custom
NSCD*
McMaster
McMaster
Custom
Amazon

N/A
N/A
92186A565
90101A230
N/A
N/A

Description

Base Plate
Base Brush Holder
Brush Holder
Mounting Screw
Mounting Nut
Brush Holder Set
Screw
Rear Support
Columns
Bottom Brush
Collumn Screw
Collumn Wing Nut
Mounting Bracket
Filament

Qty

Cost

1
1

-

2
2

-

2

-

2
1
2
2
1
1
SUM

0.00
2.29
20.95
23.24

Item Number
1401
1402
1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408

Source

Part Number

Description

Qty

Cost

MARE
Home
McMaster
MARE
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster
McMaster

N/A
N/A
5011T37
N/A
1304N11
1304N11
8742K129
92186A565

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.00
2.50
14.99
0.00
19.91
18.00
12.94
4.31

1409

McMaster

90101A230

Motor
Lower Hose Clamp
Upper Hose Clamp
90 degree connector
Belt
Motor Gear
Motor Mount
Motor Mount Screw
Motor Mount Wing
Nut

1
Total

4.91
77.56

Total Costs of all Subsystems
235.30
* North Shore Commercial Door
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Appendix E: Design Verification Plan

TEST PLAN
Item
No

Specification

1

Number of
Samples

2

Size

3

Weight

4

Silt
Resistance

5

Brush
Stiffness

6

Carousel
Rotation

7

Arm
Compatibility

8

Motor torque

9

Jamming

10

Divider
Alignment

11

Belt Tension

Test
Description

Inspect
slot count
Inspect
box
dimension
s
Fusion360
inspection.
Underwate
r Silt Buildup Test
Baleen
Brush
Testing
Carousel
Turns
when
hooked up
to power
Receives
specimen
from arm
Motor
torque is
sufficient
Jamming
Test
Motor
spacing
alignment
Belt
Tensioning
Test

SAMPLES TESTED

TIMING

Acceptance
Criteria

Test
Responsibility

Test
Stage

Quantity

Type

Start date

Finish date

4 Slots

Team

FP

4

C

9/22/2020

10/22/2020

15" x 25" x
6"

Team

FP

1

Sys

9/22/2020

10/22/2020

8 lb water
weight

Thomas

FP

1

Sys

9/22/2020

N/A

Gaps < .05"

MARE

FP

1

Sys

N/A

N/A

N/A

Casey

SP

4

C

11/18/2020

11/19/2020

Carousel
Rotates all
samples &
sizes

Casey/Andrew

FP

10

Sys

11/17/2020

11/17/2020

MARE

FP

20

Sys

N/A

N/A

MARE

FP

5

C

N/A

N/A

Casey/Andrew

FP

10

Sys

11/17/2020

11/17/2020

90 deg
increments

MARE

SP

10

Sys

N/A

N/A

Belt
Tension
within
Bounds

MARE

SP

2

C

N/A

N/A

Functions to
sponsor’s
satisfaction
Motor turns
carousel at
all depths.
No
Jamming
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Appendix F: Test Procedures
TEST 1: “Baleen” Brush Stiffness Test
Description of Test:
Determine the stiffness (including uncertainty of stiffness) of the entry system brushes to
benchmark additional brushes
Location: Machine Shop
Required Materials:








Brushes
Brush holders
Small binder clip
Various small weights (quarters)
Food scale
Ruler
String

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mount the brush in the brush holder, secured to the edge of a table
Using the ruler, record the height of the base of the brush off the table
Using the food scale, weigh and record the weight of the binder clip and small weights
Attach the binder clip the ends of the brush bristles
Hang small weights off the end of the binder clip, until a visible deflection of the bristles
is seen, noting the weight added
6. Using a ruler, record the height of the end of the bristles from the table edge
7. Using the measurements taken of force and displacement, use Hook’s law to calculate
stiffness
Date Sheet on following page
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Data:
Rigid-Backed Brush
Weight
Applied (g)

Resolution
Uncertainty
(g)

Brush
Deflection
(mm)

Deflection
Uncertainty
(mm)

Brush
Stiffness
(N/m)

Stiffness
Uncertainty
(N/m)

0

±0.5

0

±0.5

---

---

10

±0.5

5

±0.5

19.6

0.2

16

±0.5

9

±0.5

17.4

0.2

22

±0.5

11

±0.5

19.6

0.2

28

±0.5

15

±0.5

18.3

0.2

34

±0.5

20

±0.5

16.7

0.2

Weight
Applied (g)

Resolution
Uncertainty
(g)

Brush
Deflection
(mm)

Deflection
Uncertainty
(mm)

Brush
Stiffness
(N/m)

Stiffness
Uncertainty
(N/m)

0

±0.5

0

±0.5

---

---

10

±0.5

5

±0.5

19.6

0.2

16

±0.5

10

±0.5

14.3

0.2

22

±0.5

15

±0.5

14.3

0.2

28

±0.5

18

±0.5

15.3

0.2

Flexible-Backed Brush
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Test 2: Arm Compatibility Test*
Description of Test:
Determine whether the operator can consistently place the manipulator arm into the brush
system, deposit a sample, rotate the hand, then remove the claw from the entrance location in
an efficient manner. This includes completing the process in a reasonable amount of time
(obviously a learning curve will appear, but we are also interested in looking at that learning
curve for the first 10 tests in order to properly train the operator) and also not damaging the
system.
Location: MARE LABS
Required Materials:






Completed biobox (motor system is not required to be attached for this test)
Skid with manipulator arm connected to power
Manipulator arm controller
Sample (could be a shell, a bouncy ball, a crunched-up piece of paper, etc.… roughly
3”x3”x3”)
Stopwatch (cellphone works)

Testing Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mount the biobox onto the skid in the desired mounting location
Connect the manipulator arm to power
Extend the manipulator arm out to simulate sampling position
Open the claw, introduce the sample, close the claw
Start a timer
Navigate the manipulator arm in order to introduce the sample into the entrance system,
record if the manipulator arm impacts a surface it isn’t supposed to interact with and the
severity (1 being a graze, 5 being damage)
7. End the timer when the manipulator arm has introduced the sample into the system, or
the sample is lost from the manipulator arm claw.
8. Repeat this process 10 times.

*test will be done in future with MARE
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Data:
Test No.

Time

Pass/Fail

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Impact No.

Highest
Severity

TEST 3: Carousel Divider Alignment*
Description of Test:
Determine the accuracy of the 4 carousel divider’s location.
Location: MARE LAB
Required Materials:




Calipers
Flat Datum Surface (Ruler)
Motor set up

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Set the Flat Datum surface against the perpendicular of the wall surface
Set up calipers with digital reading’s tolerance
Connect motor to remote control
Keep Operator and all other hands at safe distance from moving carousel
Start procedure at first divider at +/- 0.05” from Datum
Rotate the carousel at 90 degree increments until a full 10 rotations
Measure at the 90 degree increments for the +/- value in inches from the datum.

Data :
Rotation

Divider 1 +/Value

Divider 2 +/Value

Divider 3 +/Value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
*test will be done in future with MARE
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Divider 4
+/- Value

Pass/Fail
(Fail if any divider
> +/- 0.25”

TEST 4: Motor Torque Test*
Description: Determine if the supplied motor can turn the carousel without interference.
Location: MARE LAB
Required Materials:




Motor
Belt
Bio Carousel

Testing Protocol:
1. Tension the belt by pulling the motor away from the carousel while attached to the
motor mount.
2. Pull until belt is taught.
3. Connect 2 prong power connector.
4. Send power to motor
5. Inspect carousel for rotation
Data:
Feature
Rotates Smoothly
Rotates at appropriate speed
Rotates without parts crashing

*test will be done in future with MARE
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Pass/Fail

TEST 5: Carousel Rotation*
Description of Test:
Determine the success of the Carousel Rotation on land and submerged
Required Materials:




Bio-Box
Pool of water
Carousel Rotation Controller

Testing Protocol:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Bio-Box will initially be set up with remote control on flat surface
Turn on controller and inspect if full rotations are possible
Move Bio-Box into submerged water to simulate underwater expedition
Turn on remote control and inspect if full rotations are possible
Note any differences in performance between on land and submerged.

Pass
On Land

Fail

X

Submerged in
Water

*test will be done in future with MARE
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Notes
Completed at Cal
Poly by Andrew and
Casey
To be completed at
MARE

TEST 6: Carousel Jamming*
Description of Test:
Determine the consequences of Carousel Jamming
Location: Machine Shop
Required Materials:





Large sample specimen (large enough to cause jamming to carousel rotation)
Bio-Box with fully functioning carousel
Remote controller for bio-box rotations
Calipers

Testing Protocol:
1. Set up the carousel on a flat surface
2. Connect remote controller to the motor and check for functioning carousel rotation
3. Take specimen and place it between the entrance system and the divider (not all the way
in to simulate a potential jam)
4. Once specimen is lodged in place first take measurement of current space of divider
using the calipers.
5. Now try and move the motor by turning the switch.
6. Check for system failure and if motor will give out rather than continue force
7. Measure change in divider space from the entrance now that the motor is on.
8. If measurement is under under.5” the system passes if other failures do not occur.
9. Repeat for each 4 dividers

Divider

1

2

Pass
Fail (Diff in
inches if
measurement >
.5”)

*test will be done in future with MARE
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3

4

Appendix G: Design Hazard Checklist
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Appendix H: Risk Assessment
5/19/2020

Bio Carousel

designsafe Report
Analyst Name(s):

Andrew Noble, Casey Smith, Sara Passantino, Thomas
Smith

Description:

Company:

MARE

Product Identifier:

Facility Location:

Richmond, CA

Application:

Assessment Type:

Bio Carousel

Detailed

Limits:
Sources:
Risk Scoring System:

ANSI B11.0 (TR3) Two Factor

Guide sentence: When doing [task], the [user] could be injured by the [hazard] due to the [failure mode].
Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Andrew Noble

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Sara Passantino

mechanical : pinch point
pinching between partitions
and lid or sidewall, between
belt and pulleys

Moderate
Likely

Medium

instruction manuals, standard
procedures

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Casey Smith

Dirk/MARE Users
repair tasks

mechanical : stabbing /
puncture
screwing fasteners

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

gloves

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Thomas Smith

1-3-1

Dirk/MARE Users
assemble

mechanical : pinch point
putting belt on

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Andrew Noble

1-3-2

Dirk/MARE Users
assemble

mechanical : stabbing /
puncture
screwing fasteners in

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

gloves

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Sara Passantino

1-4-1

Dirk/MARE Users
disassembly

mechanical : stabbing /
puncture
unscrewing fasteners

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

gloves

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Casey Smith

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

1-1-1

Dirk/MARE Users
normal use

mechanical : crushing
dropping assembly on feet

Moderate
Unlikely

1-1-2

Dirk/MARE Users
normal use

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement
hair/loose clothing
entanglement in rotating
assemblies

1-1-3

Dirk/MARE Users
normal use

1-2-1

Item Id

Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Page 1

Privileged and Confidential Information

Final Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

Status /
Responsible
/Comments
/Reference

User /
Task

Hazard /
Failure Mode

Initial Assessment
Severity
Probability
Risk Level

2-1-1

Coral Corallers
testing

mechanical : crushing
dropping bio carousel on feet

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Thomas Smith

2-1-2

Coral Corallers
testing

mechanical : drawing-in /
trapping / entanglement
loose clothing/long hair
entanglement in rotating
assemblies

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Andrew Noble

2-1-3

Coral Corallers
testing

mechanical : pinch point
between partitions and lid or
sidewall

Moderate
Likely

Medium

standard procedures

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Casey Smith

2-1-4

Coral Corallers
testing

mechanical : stabbing /
puncture
unscrewing or screwing
fasteners

Serious
Unlikely

Medium

gloves

Moderate
Unlikely

Low

Complete [5/19/2020]
Sara Passantino

3-1

Bystanders
Standing By

Item Id

<None>
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Risk Reduction Methods
/Control System

Appendix I: Gantt Charts
January 2020 - March 2020
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April – June

September – November
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Appendix J: Mass Analysis

68

69

70

Appendix K: Torque Analysis

71

72
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Appendix L: Baleen Brush Stiffness Uncertainty Analysis
Calculating Stiffness:
mass (g)

mass (kg)

mass*gravity

deflection (mm)

deflection (m)

10
16
22
28
34

0.01
0.016
0.022
0.028
0.034

0.10
0.16
0.22
0.27
0.33

5
9
11
15
20

0.005
0.009
0.011
0.015
0.02

Stiffness
(N/m)
19.6
17.4
19.6
18.3
16.7

10
16
22
28

0.01
0.016
0.022
0.028

0.10
0.16
0.22
0.27

5
11
15
18

0.005
0.011
0.015
0.018

19.6
14.3
14.4
15.3

Calculating Uncertainty:
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Appendix M: Drawing Package and Indented Bill of Materials

1000: FINAL ASSEMBLY
1100

LID ASSEMBLY

1200

CAROUSEL ASSEMBLY

1300

BASE PLATE ASSEMBLY

1400

MOTOR ASSEMBLY

1100

1300

1200

1400

PROJECT

Coral Senior Project
TITLE

1000: BIOBOX ASSEMBLY
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN
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CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Casey Smith

11/24/20 SCALE 1:4

WEIGHT

SHEET 1/1

1100: LID ASSEMBLY
1101

1101

1111

1103

1109 & 1110

TOP PLATE

1102

SIDING

1103

BACK TOP BRUSH HOLDER

1104

FRONT TOP BRUSH HOLDER

1105

FRONT SIDE BRUSH HOLDER

1106

BACK SIDE BRUSH HOLDER

1107

TOP BRUSH

1108

SIDE BRUSH

1109

BRUSH HOLDER THREADED
INSERT
BRUSH HOLDER THREADED
INSERT
ACRYLIC WINDOW

1110
1111

1102

1112
1107

BRUSH HOLDER MOUNTING
SCREW
BRUSH HOLDER MOUNTING NUT

1113

1104
1106

1112 (1113 ON FEMALE END, NOT PICTURED)
1108
PROJECT

Coral Senior Project

1105

TITLE

1100: LID ASSEMBLY
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

77

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Casey Smith

11/24/20 SCALE 1:4

WEIGHT

SHEET 1/1

78

79
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1200: CAROUSEL ASSEMBLY

1202

1201

SHAFT

1202

PARTION

1203

CAROUSEL GEAR

1204

CAROUSEL BASE

1203

1204

1201

PROJECT

Coral Senior Project
TITLE

1200: CAROUSEL ASSEMBLY
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

81

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Casey Smith

11/24/20 SCALE 1:2

WEIGHT

SHEET 1/1
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1300: BASE ASSEMBLY

1309 & 1310

1301

BASE PLATE

1302

BASE BRUSH HOLDER

1303

BRUSH HOLDER
MOUNTING SCREW

1304

BRUSH HOLDER
MOUNTING NUT
BRUSH HOLDER
THREADED INSERT

1307

1305

1306

1301

1307
1308

BRUSH HOLDER SET
SCREW
REAR SUPPORT
COLLUMNS
BOTTOM BRUSH

1309

COLLUMN SCREW

1310

COLLUMN WING NUT

1311

MOUNTING BRACKET

1308
1305 & 1306

1302

1303 (1304 ON FEMALE END, NOT PICTURED)
PROJECT

Coral Senior Project
TITLE

1300: BASE ASSEMBLY
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

83

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Casey Smith

11/24/20 SCALE 1:3

WEIGHT

SHEET 1/1
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1400: MOTOR ASSEMBLY

1404 (LOCATION, PART NOT SHOWN)

1401
1408 & 1409

1401

MOTOR

1402

LOWER HOSE CLAMP

1403

UPPER HOSE CLAMP

1404

ANGLE CONNECTOR

1405

1403 (LOCATION, PART NOT SHOWN)

1402 (LOCATION, PART NOT SHOWN)

BELT

1406

MOTOR GEAR

1407

MOTOR MOUNT

1408

MOTOR MOUNT SCREW

1409

MOTOR MOUNT WING
NUT

1406
1405
1407

PROJECT

Coral Senior Project
TITLE

1400: MOTOR ASSEMBLY
SIZE

APPROVED
DRAWN

86

CODE

DWG NO

REV

B

CHECKED
Casey Smith

11/24/20 SCALE 1:2.5

WEIGHT

SHEET 1/1

Appendix N: Operator’s Manual

Coral Sampling Biobox
Operator’s Manual
Written by the Coral Corallers Team
Thomas Smith, Casey Smith, Sara Passantino, Andrew Noble
September 2020
Our biobox is part of a larger system, so it is assumed that the operator has proficiency with the
following equipment.






Hydraulic arm control box: The hydraulic arm is controlled by an interface that allows
each of the arm’s several joints to be moved. To use our biobox, the operator must be
proficient in manipulating the arm through this control box.
Camera and Camera controls: The camera aboard the Beagle ROV is necessary to
monitor the position of the biobox carousel position, so it is assumed that the operator
knows how to view and control the Beagle’s camera.
Motor voltage supply: The scope for our project ended with the motor. The motor will
be wired into the Beagle ROV’s onboard power, so it is assumed that the operator knows
how to supply 24V with a 2A limit to the terminals that connect to the motor’s positive
and negative leads and reversing this polarity when opposite rotation is desired. This will
likely be done with a simple forward/backward/neutral switch.

Operation Steps:
1. With a sample in the hydraulic grippers, orient the camera so that the biobox and
gripper are both visible
2. Ensure that the carousel is oriented to accept a sample with an open space aligned with
the baleen array, rotate the carousel accordingly if it is not. The partitions should be
parallel with the straight edges of the acrylic viewing window
3. Direct the hydraulic arm into the baleen array
4. Open the hydraulic grippers to release the sample into the carousel slot
5. Remove the hydraulic arm from the baleen array
6. Pulse power to the biobox, rotating the carousel 90° to “file away” the sample and
expose a new slot for the next sample
Maintenance
To prevent silt and algae buildup, the biobox should be hosed and potentially scrubbed down
following each voyage aboard the Beagle. The belt should be checked for adequate tension and
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the brush seals should be replaced if they wear out. This would entail simply unscrewing the
brush’s set screw, inserting a new brush, and replacing the set screw.
Trouble Shooting Guide
If the carousel fails to rotate when power is supplied to the motor,


Inspect the carousel gear, belt, and motor gear for any wearing down of the cogs.
Replacement may be necessary if these parts are damaged



Ensure that there is sufficient tension in the belt



Ensure that there are no obstructions in the area where the belt enters the biobox’s
curved sidewall

If marine samples are escaping the biobox,


Inspect the biobox sidewall, ensuring that there are no gaps or holes due to warping or
impacts

If the baleen array fails to remove samples from the hydraulic gripper,


Ensure that the brush seals are not worn out and have sufficient rigidity



Ensure that the brush seals are firmly seated in this mounting grooves and that all set
screws are tight

Safety
Hands should be kept away from the biobox opening while the device is connected to the
Beagle ROV’s power. The partitions represent a pinch hazard. Otherwise, standard safety
procedures with electrical systems should be observed when plugging the bio’s motor into
Beagle’s central power.
Repair and Replacement
See BOM in Appendix D for replacement parts. If a 3D printed part breaks, CAD files included in
this package can be used to print more, either with a personal printer or through a printing
service like xometry or sculpteo. If a water jetted part breaks, the drawings and CAD files
included can be used to order more of these custom parts.

Appendix O: FMEA
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Product: _____________________________

Design Failure Mode and Effects Analysis

Prepared by: _____________________________

Team: _____________________________

Date: ________________ (orig)

36

8

Testing with
variety of coral
samples and
entrance systems

2

144

9

1) baleen becomes worn
2) baleen gets jammed in
rotating partions
3) baleen fastener holes
shear
4) sample is being
especially tough to remove
from manipulator arm
5) baleen flexes too much

1) make baleen easily
replaceable
2) positon baleen
above partitions
3) size fasteners
appropriately and
determine material
deformation
4/5) testing entrance
system with different
strength materials.

7

1) cap siding warps and
jams rotation
2) carousel base gear
warps and no longer is in
contact with belt
3) base warps and
prevents carousel from
rotating
4) belt loses contact with
gear

1-3) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature
4) Determine belt
tensioning and
bouyancy based on
expansion/contraction
of material

7

Testing with
current motor and
polypro materials

3

147

1) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature
2) keep large
tolerances between
moving parts to
prevent collision
3) indicate positioning
of internal carousel
by visual cue

2

Physical
evaluation of
strength of
material

2

20

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

1) keep large
tolerances between
moving parts to
prevent collision
2) utilize current
metal cage in front of
carousel

no longer able to rotate

no longer able to
discreetly store samples

partitions break

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

5

Base / support
carousel can no longer
carousel
rotate on base
rotation

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

7

1) base warps and
prevents carousel from
rotating
2) base get hit and
misalligns carousel

1) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature
2) utilize current
metal cage in front of
carousel

5

Testing with
current motor and
polypro materials

4

140

Base / provide
mounting
misalligns motor
location for
motor

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

7

1) base warps and
prevents carousel from
rotating
2) base get hit and
misalligns carousel

1) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature
2) utilize current
metal cage in front of
carousel

3

Testing with
current motor and
polypro materials

4

84

Carousel /
contain
samples from
bottom and
radially

Carousel FMEA.xlsx

1) Partitions collide with
cap due to warping
2) Fastener holes shear
3) Manipulator arm collides
with partition
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89

1) Further test baleen
entrance system under a
variety of circumastances

5/4/20 Team

Further analysis of material
deformation, testing of
prototype over summer

1) Since all components
will now be constructed
entirely from
8/20 MARE when
polypropylene, thermal
prototype is deployed expansion and contraction
for use
will occur at the same rate,
therefore only an issue
where polypro interacts
with other material

7.00

2.00 5.00 70.00

Further analysis of material
deformation, testing of
prototype over summer

1) Majority polypropylene
8/20 MARE when
construction, thermal
prototype is deployed
expansion/contraction will
for use
occur at the same rates.

6.00

2.00 5.00 60.00

Actions Taken

RPN

2

1) material warps
2) fastener hole shears
3) impact

Responsibility &
Recommended Action(s) Target Completion
Date

Criticality

Physical
evaluation of
strength of
material

9

Current
Preventative
Activities

Occurence

2

no longer able to
discreetly store samples

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

Severity

Carousel /
move samples
around

RPN

Cap / Recieves
corals through entrance system
baleen
doesn't working
entrance

Detection

Cap / Contains
siding detaches from
samples from
top
top and side

Current
Detection
Activities

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Severity

Potential Failure
Mode

Occurence

Action Results
System /
Function
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4

84

1) Motor loses power
2) Belt snaps
3) Belt loses connection
with drive shaft

joints separate

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

9

1) fasteners corrode
2) fasteners shear from
material due
shrinkage/shearing of
material

1) chose fasteners
that won't corrode
rapidly
2) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature

2

Physical
evaluation of
strength of
material/fasteners

2

36

joints flex too much

a) no longer able to
discreetly store samples
b) No longer able to
remove samples from
manipulator arm

7

1) fasteners corrode
2) fasteners shear from
material due
shrinkage/shearing of
material

1) chose fasteners
that won't corrode
rapidly
2) analyze how
material deforms with
temperature

3

Physical
evaluation of
strength of
material/fasteners

2

42

General / hold
parts together

Carousel FMEA.xlsx
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90

Actions Taken

RPN

Testing with
current motor and
polypro materials

7

1) Use currently used
waterproof
connections
2-3) Size belt
appropriatly

Criticality

3

a) no longer able to
Drive System /
discreetly store samples
provide
rotational motion seizes b) No longer able to
rotational
remove samples from
motion
manipulator arm

Responsibility &
Recommended Action(s) Target Completion
Date

Occurence

Current
Detection
Activities

Severity

Current
Preventative
Activities

RPN

Potential Causes of
the Failure Mode

Detection

Potential Effects of
the Failure Mode

Occurence

Potential Failure
Mode

Severity

Action Results
System /
Function
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